Cryptic genetic diversity, population structure, and gene flow in the Mojave rattlesnake (Crotalus scutulatus)
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ABSTRACT

The Mojave rattlesnake (Crotalus scutulatus) inhabits deserts and arid grasslands of the western United States and Mexico. Despite considerable interest in its highly toxic venom and the recognition of two subspecies, no molecular studies have characterized range-wide genetic diversity and population structure or tested species limits within C. scutulatus. We used mitochondrial DNA and thousands of nuclear loci from double-digest restriction site associated DNA sequencing to infer population genetic structure throughout the range of C. scutulatus, and to evaluate divergence times and gene flow between populations. We find strong support for several divergent mitochondrial and nuclear clades of C. scutulatus, including splits coincident with two major phylogeographic barriers: the Continental Divide and the elevational increase associated with the Central Mexican Plateau. We apply Bayesian clustering, phylogenetic inference, and coalescent-based species delimitation to our nuclear genetic data to test hypotheses of population structure. We also performed demographic analyses to test hypotheses relating to population divergence and gene flow. Collectively, our results support the existence of four distinct lineages within C. scutulatus, and genetically defined populations do not correspond with currently recognized subspecies ranges. Finally, we use approximate Bayesian computation to test hypotheses of divergence among multiple rattlesnake species groups distributed across the Continental Divide, and find evidence for co-divergence at this boundary during the mid-Pleistocene.

1. Introduction

The drivers of differentiation between populations and the subsequent divergence of once panmictic lineages are of considerable interest and debate (Bolnick and Fitzpatrick, 2007; Coyne and Orr, 2004; Feder et al., 2012). Widespread organisms, particularly those with low vagility, are particularly well-suited for studies of speciation, as their populations are more likely to be subjected to disruptions (e.g., geological, biological, anthropogenic) that lead to reductions in gene flow and population divergence. Thus, examining the population genetic structure of widely distributed lineages that occupy diverse habitats and climatic conditions is useful for improving our understanding of environmental features and historical processes that drive diversification. Organisms inhabiting the North American warm desert regions of...
Crotalus viridis to the Western Rattlesnake (analyses of pitvipers, and has been well supported as the sister lineage throughout the large range of this species. The majority of the range of C. scutulatus has been included in several broad phylogenetic analyses of pitvipers, and has been well supported as the sister lineage to the currently recognized range of C. s. salvini. This species is widely distributed in the southwestern United States and north-central Mexico have become model systems in this regard, and multiple studies have demonstrated repeated patterns of diversification associated with historical and current habitat and climate variation in this region (Bryson et al., 2011a, 2011b; Cox et al., 2012; Jaeger et al., 2005; Riddle et al., 2000).

Here, we studied the population genetic structure of the Mojave rattlesnake (Crotalus scutulatus). This species is widely distributed throughout the Mojave, Sonoran, and Chihuahuan Deserts and associated grasslands of the western United States and Mexico (Klauber, 1956), and is thus also a useful model for understanding patterns of diversification across the North American warm desert region. These rattlesnakes primarily inhabit dry scrubland habitat in flat terrain, but also occur in montane woodlands near the southern end of their distribution (Campbell and Lamar, 2004), and occupy elevations from sea level to over 2100 m. Crotalus scutulatus is considered among the most dangerous North American pitvipers due to its aggressive disposition, high venom yield, and highly neurotoxic venom (Cate and Bieber, 1978; Hardy, 1983; Mackessy, 2008; Sanchez et al., 2005). For these reasons, C. scutulatus venom has been the subject of numerous studies (e.g., (Durban et al., 2013; Glenn and Straight, 1978; Glenn et al., 1983; Massey et al., 2012; Smith and Mackessy, 2016). These studies have largely sought to characterize populations with and without expression of neurotoxic venom compounds. Despite efforts to understand the toxicity and geographic variation of C. scutulatus venom, remarkably little is known regarding the overall genetic structure and variation throughout the large range of this species.

Crotalus scutulatus has been included in several broad phylogenetic analyses of pitvipers, and has been well supported as the sister lineage to the Western Rattlesnake (Crotalus viridis + C. oreganus) species complex (Castoe and Parkinson, 2006; Murphy et al., 2002; Reyes-Velasco et al., 2013), from which it diverged during the Pliocene (Reyes-Velasco et al., 2013). Two phenotypically distinct subspecies of C. scutulatus are currently recognized: the Mojave Rattlesnake (C. s. scutulatus) and the Huamantlan Rattlesnake (C. s. salvini) (Campbell and Lamar, 2004). The majority of the range of C. scutulatus is occupied by the northern subspecies C. s. scutulatus, which ranges from southern California to central Mexico. The southern subspecies C. s. salvini has a comparatively smaller range in the south-central Mexican states of Hidalgo, Tlaxcala, Estado de Mexico, Puebla, and Veracruz. Although Klauber (1956) studied intraspecific variation in C. scutulatus morphology, no studies have assessed genetic relationships among populations and subspecies. Considerable cryptic diversity within the species is plausible given the large geographic range and distinctive ecoregions inhabited by C. scutulatus. Given the large range, medical relevance, and absence of any molecular studies of intraspecific variation of C. scutulatus, a range-wide molecular appraisal of the species would also serve as a valuable foundation for understanding regional biogeography as well as venom variation in this lineage.

Here we evaluate patterns of genetic diversity and structure of C. scutulatus throughout its range and provide the first molecular-based inferences of C. scutulatus population genetic structure using a combined dataset of a single mitochondrial gene and thousands of nuclear loci. We test the hypothesis that C. s. scutulatus and C. s. salvini are distinct evolutionary lineages and explore potential cryptic diversity within C. scutulatus that is not recognized by current subspecies taxonomy. We also estimate population structure and gene flow between populations and characterize biogeographic and demographic patterns within lineages of C. scutulatus. More broadly, we test the hypothesis that the Continental Divide represents a partial barrier to gene flow between subpopulations of C. s. scutulatus, as has been observed in the closely related Western Diamondback Rattlesnake (C. atrox; Castoe et al., 2007; Schield et al., 2015) and other snake taxa (Myers et al., 2016). Crotalus scutulatus also traverses a breadth of topographies and ecoregions in Mexico, including the elevated Central Mexican Plateau, and we also tested for divergence and gene flow across this known biogeographic barrier. Overall our results highlight substantial and previously unappreciated genetic structure and lineage diversity within C. scutulatus that is valuable for interpreting data on venom variation, snakebite treatment, and ultimately will help guide future taxonomic revision of this group.
2. Materials and methods

2.1. Taxon sampling and DNA extraction

We obtained tissue samples from 141 Crotalus scutulatus specimens, including representatives of both recognized subspecies (Fig. 1; Supplementary Table 1). We sampled specimens from diverse localities to maximize our ability to estimate population structure and genetic diversity range-wide. Skin or liver tissue was dissected and snap frozen in liquid nitrogen, or stored in DNA lysis buffer or in ethanol. Non-lethal caudal punctures were used to obtain blood tissue from some specimens, and blood was snap-frozen in liquid nitrogen. We isolated genomic DNA from blood and whole tissue using phenol-chloroform-isooamyl alcohol and NaCl-isopropanol precipitation extractions (Miller et al., 1988).

2.2. Mitochondrial and nuclear DNA sequence generation

We used PCR to amplify a fragment of the mitochondrial NADH4 (ND4) gene and downstream tRNAs from all samples, using the primers ND4 and Leu (Arevalo et al., 1994). PCR products were purified using Separepure beads and were quantified using gel electrophoresis and a Qubit Fluorometer (Life Technologies, Grand Island, NY, USA). Purified PCR products were sequenced in both directions using amplification primers and BigDye on an ABI 3730 capillary sequencer (Life Technologies), and ND4 sequences for outgroup taxa were retrieved from our previous studies (Castoe et al., 2007; Schield et al., 2015) or from GenBank (see Supplementary Table 1 for accession numbers).

We chose a subset of C. scutulatus sequenced for mitochondrial markers to generate double-digest RADseq libraries (n = 48), using the Peterson et al. (2012) protocol with minor adjustments detailed in (Schield et al., 2015). In brief, we began with 0.5 µg genomic DNA per sample and performed digestions overnight at 37 °C using rare-cutting (SbfI) and common-cutting (Sau3AI) restriction enzymes. Digested samples were purified with Ampure (Invitrogen) beads; purified products were eluted in 40 µL of TE and quantified using a Qubit Fluorometer. Based on these quantifications, we organized samples by concentration, divided samples into groups of six to eight, and standardized input DNA for ligation reactions based on the lowest concentration among within-group samples (these were variable). We then ligated double-stranded indexed DNA adapters (including 8 bp unique molecular identifier regions; UMIs), and pooled samples into their respective groups, with each sample having a specific barcoded adapter. Pooled samples were purified and size-selected using a 1.5% agarose cassette on a Blue Pippin Prep (Sage Science) for fragments within a range of 575–655 bp. Based on in silico digestion and size selection using the Burmese Python genome (Castoe et al., 2013), we estimated this protocol would target ∼20,000 loci. Size selected samples were amplified using indexed primers to provide a second index specific to each pooled sample. Indexed pools were mixed in equimolar ratios and were sequenced together using 100 bp single-end reads on an Illumina HiSeq 2500.

2.3. Estimates of mitochondrial gene phylogeny, diversity, and demography

Raw mitochondrial ND4 sequence chromatograms were edited and consensus sequences were generated using Geneious v6.1.6 (Biomatters Ltd., Auckland, NZ). Sequences were aligned using MUSCLE v3.8 (Edgar, 2004) and trimmed manually to remove spurious and potentially erroneous low quality base calls. The final ND4 alignment consisted of 808 bases for all individuals, including outgroup taxa, with no indels. We estimated mitochondrial relationships within C. scutulatus using MrBayes v3.2.1 (Huelsenbeck and Ronquist, 2001), after inferring best-fit models of evolution for partitioned 1st, 2nd, and 3rd codon positions using the Bayesian Information Criterion and the Greedy algorithm implemented in PartitionFinder v1.1.1 (Lanfear et al., 2012). The best-fit partitioning scheme was an independent partition for each of the three codon positions (HKY + I for 1st and 3rd codon positions, F81 + I + F for 2nd codon positions); this partitioned model was used in all MrBayes runs. Two initial trial runs were performed using our total dataset, including 141 C. scutulatus individuals and four outgroup taxa to identify unique haplotypes. We then condensed the alignment to single representatives of each haplotype and performed four independent runs of MrBayes on this condensed dataset, each consisting of 107 generations with samples taken every 500 generations and four MCMC chains (one cold and three heated). We discarded the first 25% of MCMC samples in each run as burnin, as the potential scale reduction factor (PSRF) values, parameter estimates, and marginal likelihood estimates indicated that runs had converged by this period, which we assessed using Tracer v1.6 (Drummond and Rambaut, 2007). Effective sample sizes exceeded 2000 for all parameters indicating that the posterior probability distribution had been effectively sampled in each run. We generated a 50% majority rule tree using combined tree estimates from post-burnin samples.

We estimated mitochondrial genetic diversity for populations using the average within-group pairwise distance, nucleotide diversity (θ), Watterson’s estimator (θ̂), and haplotype diversity calculated in DNAsp v5 (Librado and Rozas, 2009). Here, we refer to mitochondrial clades and ‘populations’ interchangeably; spatial organization of mitochondrial clades was consistent with populations in distinct geographic regions (see Section 3). The populations included in these analyses mirrored the mitochondrial gene tree (see Fig. 1) and included four populations: (i) a northern population consisting of samples from Nevada, California, Arizona, and New Mexico (‘Mojave-Sonoran’ hereafter), (ii) a ‘Chihuahuau’ population including samples from Texas, Chihuahua, Coahuila, and northern Durango, (iii) a population occupying higher elevation regions of the central Mexican Plateau (‘Central Plateau’ hereafter), and (iv) a population from Puebla, Tlaxcala, and Veracruz, which represents the recognized range of C. s. salvini. For simplicity, we refer to this population as ‘salvini’. We also tested for patterns of allelic diversity in each population consistent with population expansion using Fu’s Fs (Fu, 1997). We obtained p-values for Fs by performing 1000 coalescent simulations and computing the probability of observing values equal to or less than each simulated value.

2.4. Nuclear analyses of population structure, demography, and phylogeny

We processed raw Illumina sequencing reads first using the Stacks v1.35 clone filter module (Catchen et al., 2013) to remove PCR clones using the UMI regions included in our sequence library adapters. We then trimmed the 8 bp UMIs from reads using the Fastx-Toolkit trimmer (Hannon, 2014). Trimmed reads were demultiplexed into individual samples using the Stacks process_RADtags function, which also trimmed the 6 bp barcode region of each read. Demultiplexed and trimmed read data are available from the NCBI SRA (accession SRP150237). We performed de novo assembly and variant calling using the Stacks us-tacks, cstacks, and stacks modules, and used the downstream rxstacks filter module to retain only biologically plausible loci. We then used the populations module to calculate heterozygosity and private alleles and generate sequence alignments by parsing the dataset to the individual level. We also performed pairwise analyses of allelic differentiation (FST) between populations to evaluate population structure. We filtered data to retain only loci that had at least 5x read depth per individual and for which data were present in at least 30 samples (Stacks options ‘m’ = 5 and ‘p’ = 30).

We used STRUCTURE (Pritchard et al., 2000) to estimate broad scale population structure and admixture within our nuclear SNP dataset. Initial runs to determine a reduced range of likely models to explain the data were performed using a K range of 1–10 clusters, and we performed 3 replicate runs per model of K with a burnin of 10,000 and 10,000 sampled MCMC generations. The results of preliminary runs...
were processed using Structure Harvester (Earl and Vonholdt, 2012), from which we determined the best-fit model to be K = 3 using the Evanno method (Evanno et al., 2005). We then performed longer tripli- cate runs across a smaller range of K = 2–5, with a 10,000 genera-
tion burnin and 100,000 sampled generations, and assessed model likelihoods in Structure Harvester. We also performed a secondary STRUCTURE analysis focused only on Central Mexican Plateau and salvinii samples (K = 2) to discern if nuclear structure exists between these populations that is not detected when all populations are analyzed simul-
taneously. To complement STRUCTURE analyses and to inves-
tigate evidence of genetic structure without model assumptions, we performed Discriminant Analysis of Principal Components (DAPC; (Jombart et al., 2010)). A benefit of this approach is that it can be sensitive to fine scale structure between populations, even when they share substantial gene flow (Jombart et al., 2010). For DAPC analyses, we first performed K-means clustering of the dataset specifying a pos-
sible 30 genetic clusters and estimated likelihoods over 1,000,000 iterations. We then evaluated model likelihoods using Bayesian Informa-
tion Criterion (BIC), as recommended by Zhao (2006) and (Lee et al., 2009) to determine the best-supported number of clusters.

To test the mtDNA-based hypothesis of four major clades within C. scutulatus (see Section 3), we conducted Bayesian species delimitation using bpp v.3.4 (Yang and Rannala, 2010) with 922 randomly sampled loci from our RADseq dataset (to make analyses computationally tractable). We set the prior distributions for the tree height parameter (τ) and effective population size parameters (θ) based on our mtDNA phylogeny and the average pairwise genetic distance (μ) measured across our entire RADseq dataset. We set the shape and scale param-
eters of the gamma prior distribution on θ to 1.2 and 1.0, respectively, which reflects an expected θ of 0.12 (average π = 0.12). For the prior on τ, we set the shape and scale parameters to 1.6 and 10000, re-
spectively, to reflect the tree height for these four clades that was es-
timated from our mtDNA phylogeny (distance to ancestral node = 0.00016). We also set the starting topology to match the mtDNA topology ((Mojave-Sonoran, Chihuahuan), (Central Mexican Plateau, salvinii)) and conducted unguided species delimitation using prior algorithm0. We ran the MCMC chain for 110,000 iterations, sampling every 5th iteration, and discarded the first 10,000 iterations as burnin.

We estimated effective population sizes from our RADseq data by first estimating the population genetic diversity parameter θ (equal to 4Nμμ) for each population using ThetaMater (Adams et al., 2017). ThetaMater uses an infinite-sites likelihood function to simulate the posterior probability of θ based on the probability of observing k seg-
regating sites in a sample size of n sequences obtained from a locus of size l. For each of the four populations identified from mtDNA analyses (see above and Section 3), we used the Stacks parameters module to output sequences of RAD loci that were present in at least two thirds of the samples from New Mexico and eastern Arizona (‘Mojave-Sonoran B’) and samples from western Arizona and California (‘Mojave-Sonoran A’; Fig. 2). We generated consensus sequences for each population using Stacks, specifying a minimum read depth of five per locus per indi-
vidual (‘−m = 5), requiring each population to contain data for a given SNP locus (‘−p = 4), and requiring each SNP to be represented by at least 75% of individuals within a population (‘−r = 0.75). These parameters resulted in 6,058 SNPs for the ‘Continental Divide’ analysis. The ‘Central Mexican Plateau’ analysis required an outgroup outside of C. scutulatus to test for gene flow between the Central Mexican Plateau and Chihuahuan populations, so we generated RADseq data from four individual C. viridis (Supplementary Table 1), the sister lineage to C. scutulatus, following the same library preparation and sequencing protocols. The Stacks parameters detailed above yielded 5077 SNPs for the ‘Central Mexican Plateau’ analysis. Schematic representations and

---

**Fig. 2.** Schematic design and results of ABBA-BABA tests using Patterson’s D statistics for introgression across biogeographic barriers. (A) Tree topology used to test for introgression across the Continental Divide and D-statistic information. (B) Tree topology used to test for introgression across the uplift of the Mexican Plateau, including C. viridis as outgroup, and information about the resulting D-statistic. Colors used to label the C. scutulatus tree tips in these schematics correspond with the nuclear tree colors in Fig. 1. (For interpretation of the references to colour in this figure legend, the reader is referred to the web version of this article.)
between the LGM and present day (Elith et al., 2010). We used three

developmental stages for the three species. We included one replicate

termined if subsampling schemes quantitatively altered ENM results.

in the United States than in Mexico, we subsampled occurrence records

to account for potential biases in ENM analysis, setting a minimum

to extremes of up to ±10 °C for a maximum of 50 iterations, followed by two rounds of

optimization using the highest scoring parameter estimates per model

from the previous round. We then simulated the 2D AFS for each parameter set and performed extrapolation using a grid size of

We estimated the distribution of \( C. \text{scutulatus} \) at the height the Last

Glacial Maximum (LGM) during the Pleistocene. We were specifically

interested to determine if patterns of genetic divergence and structure

observed in our datasets were consistent with predictions of historical

geographic isolation during Pleistocene glacial conditions (represented

by LGM conditions). We obtained geographic coordinates from museum

records for 740 \( C. \text{scutulatus} \) specimens from Vertnet (www.vertnet.org)

and combined these with coordinates from our genetic dataset. We then

used ecological niche modeling (ENM) to estimate the present-day range of \( C. \text{scutulatus} \), as implemented in MAXENT v3.3.3k (Phillips et al., 2006), which extracts environmental data associated with oc-
currence records and predicts the suitability of climatic conditions

within a given range using prediction algorithms (Elith et al., 2006).

Because occurrence records were biased towards heavier sampling

in the United States than in Mexico, we subsampled occurrence records

to account for potential biases in ENM analysis, setting a minimum distance

between samples of 0.1°, 0.2°, 0.3°, and 0.4°; we then determined if subsampling schemes quantitatively altered ENM results.

The environmental data were represented by temperature and pre-

cipitation variables from the WorldClim dataset v1.4 with a 2.5-min resolution

(Hijmans et al., 2005). Following the methodology of Jezkova et al. (2011), we removed 8 highly correlated variables (i.e., correlation coefficient > 0.9), resulting in the selection of 11 climatic variables (Supplementary Table 5), and we confined models to the southwestern region of North America. We used default MAXENT parameters and used cross-validation as a replicated run type. We ran 20 replicates for each model, determined an average model using log-

istic probability classes of climatic niche suitability, and visualized this model in ArcGIS v9.2 (ESRI). We used the receiver-operating char-

acteristic (ROC) to determine an area under the curve (AUC) value to evaluate model performance, which range from 0.5 (i.e., random pre-
diction) to 1 (perfect prediction; Raes and ter Steege, 2007). We then

projected present-day models onto reconstructions of the LGM, with the assumption that the climatic niche of \( C. \text{scutulatus} \) has not changed between the LGM and present day (Elith et al., 2010). We used three

ocean-atmosphere simulation models for environmental layers re-
presenting the LGM: CCSM4, MIROC-ESM, and MPI-ESM-P (www.

worldclim.org). To validate the use of default MAXENT parameters, we also ran analyses by first performing model testing and selection, which we assessed using the R package ENMeval (Muscarella et al., 2014). The best-supported model was LQHP 3.5, and the results of predictions based on this model matched those predicted using default MAXENT parameters.

Population genetic theory predicts that with range expansion, po-
pulations at or near to the expanding range-front will harbor lower
genetic diversity (i.e., heterozygosity) than the ancestral population

(Mayr, 1942; Slatkin and Excoffier, 2012), and we have observed this

pattern studying RADseq loci in several empirical systems (Jezkova et al., 2015; Schield et al., 2015; Streicher et al., 2016). We tested the hypothesis that populations of \( C. \text{scutulatus} \) have experienced range expansion out of an ancestral region using linear models implemented in R (R Core Team, 2017). Specifically, we evaluated whether estimates of individual heterozygosity and private alleles correlated with latitude and longitude.

2.6. Divergence dating and tests of co-divergence

We analyzed an expanded sample of \( C. \text{atrox} \) lineages using BEAST 2 v2.4 (Bouckaert et al., 2014) to estimate divergence times for major splits between \( C. \text{scutulatus} \) lineages, and to test for evidence of co-di-

vergence (i.e., correlated divergence events among taxa) of two or more distinct lineages across a \( C. \text{atrox} + C. \text{atrox} \) phylogeny, particu-

larly between populations adjacent to the Continental Divide. The ex-

panded dataset used for these analyses included all \( C. \text{scutulatus} \) ND4

sequences (condensed to unique haplotypes), as well as ND4 sequences of western diamondback rattlesnakes (\( C. \text{atrox} \)), and several outgroup taxa (C. ruber, C. horridus, C. molossus, Agkistrodon contortrix; Supplementary Table 1). Sequences were aligned using MUSCLE and

bases were trimmed at each end of the alignment to reduce missing data. The final alignment consisted of 807 bases. We estimated sub-

stitution models and partition assignments using PartitionFinder v1.1.1 (Lanfear et al., 2012), and partitioned the final alignment in-

dependently for each codon position. We applied an HKY model of sequence evolution to first and second codon position partitions and a

TN93 model for the third codon position. To calibrate the tree we specified four clade constraints based on previous divergence estimates for pitvipers. The ancestor of \( Agkistrodon \), the most distant outgroup used in this analysis, was constrained at 6 MYA, with a specified mean of 0.01 and standard deviation (SD) of 0.42. The ancestor of \( Sistrurus \), the more closely related outgroup to \( C. \text{atrox} \), was constrained with an offset of 8 MYA, a mean of 0.01, and SD of 0.76. These priors were specified using lognormal prior distributions and constraints according to

Reyes-Velasco et al. (2013). We constrained the ancestral node for \( C. \text{atrox} + C. \text{rubr} \) with an offset of 3.2 MYA following Castoe et al. (2007), and used a normal distribution with mean of 0 and SD of 1. Finally, we constrained the ancestral node for all rattlesnakes (i.e., \( C. \text{atrox} + Sistrurus \)), setting a normal distribution with an offset of 11.2

MYA, mean of 0, and SD of 3, following Reyes-Velasco et al. (2013). We ran two BEAST 2 runs for 5 × 10^8 generations each and evaluated effective sample sizes, stationarity, and run convergence using Tracer. We discarded the first 10% of generations as burnin, combined estimates from both runs, and summarized parameter estimates on a maximum clade credibility tree using LogCombiner and TreeAnnotator v2.1.3 (Bouckaert et al., 2014).

We tested for evidence of simultaneous divergence of multiple lineages using the hierarchical approximate Bayesian computation (hABC) algorithm used in MTML-msBayes (Huang et al., 2011). Here, we specifically tested the hypothesis that divergence events of \( C. \text{scu-

tulatus} \) and \( C. \text{atrox} \) populations across the Continental Divide were coincident. We prepared two inputs of lineage pairs: (1) Mojave-So-
noran + Chihuahuan \( C. \text{scutulatus} \) and western + eastern \( C. \text{atrox} \).
Using these inputs, we simulated 1,000,000 randomly drawn hyperparameters and summary statistics and estimated the posterior density for numbers of possible divergence times, Ψ (i.e., 1–2), specifying a proportion of acceptable draws from the prior (‘t’ option) to 0.005 (i.e., 500 draws from simulated priors).

3. Results

3.1. Mitochondrial gene phylogeny and genetic diversity

The 50% majority rule consensus phylogeny (Fig. 1A) of 46 unique C. scutulatus haplotypes revealed strong support (i.e., > 0.95 posterior probability) for C. scutulatus as monophyletic with respect to outgroup taxa, and for four distinct clades within C. scutulatus. The first major split within C. scutulatus was inferred as the divergence between two northern (Mojave-Sonoran and Chihuahuan) and two central/southern Mexico clades (Central Mexican Plateau and salvini). This split corresponds to the geographic break occurring in central Mexico (Fig. 1B and C), located along the northern edge of the Central Mexican Plateau where elevation increases by ~1000 m; samples from northern and southern Durango fall into northern and southern clades, respectively. We find evidence for two major subclades within each of these larger northern and southern clades (Fig. 1A). The major split within the northern clade segregates samples east and west of the Continental Divide (analogous to patterns observed in C. atrox; (Castoe et al., 2007; Schield et al., 2015)). The split within the southern clade segregates samples from central and southern Mexican localities from samples in the known geographic range of C. s. salvini (Fig. 1B) (Campbell and Lamar, 2004).

Mitochondrial genetic diversity was greatest in the Central Mexican Plateau and Chihuahuan populations (Table 1), with lower estimates in the Mojave-Sonoran population, and very low estimates in salvini. This pattern was consistent across different measures of genetic diversity and our estimates of population size, with the exception of haplotype diversity. Here, both the Mojave-Sonoran and Chihuahuan populations had greater haplotype diversity than the Central Mexican Plateau, yet this difference may also represent an artifact of ascertainment bias in haplotype sampling. We therefore consider the consistent patterns from within-population pairwise distances (x), and θ̂ to provide a more accurate depiction of the relative mitochondrial diversity across populations. Levels of expected versus observed mtDNA polymorphism resulted in negative Fs (consistent with population expansion) for the Chihuahuan and Mojave-Sonoran populations (Table 1), yet coalescent simulations suggest that only the northern population had significant evidence of expansion at (p < 0.02; (Fu, 1997)).

3.2. Nuclear estimates of phylogeny, population structure, and gene flow

The filtering scheme used for the total nuclear RAD loci from all samples resulted in 6337 SNPs from 2799 loci. Because we filtered to retain loci only if they were present in at least 30 of 44 individuals, the resulting data matrix had a relatively low proportion of missing data per individual (mean = 26.25%). In some cases, the number of loci or SNPs analyzed differed depending on the populations compared in various downstream analyses (see below). Bayesian clustering analysis on nuclear SNPs (using a single, randomly sampled SNP per locus) from the entire sample dataset in STRUCTURE provides consistent evidence for a best-fit model (ΔK) of three population clusters (Fig. 1D, Supplementary Fig. 1). Estimates of population assignments and admixture proportions from STRUCTURE runs were highly consistent across iterations. Under the K = 3 model, we find support for distinct Mojave-Sonoran and Chihuahuan genetic clusters, with Central Mexican Plateau and salvini samples assigned with high posterior probability to a single Central Mexican Plateau cluster. This model also provides implicit evidence of gene flow between populations based on shared posterior assignments of some individuals to multiple clusters – mixed-assignment individuals originate from localities adjacent to the neighboring population cluster, matching expectations of secondary contact between two distinct genetic lineages. At this scale, increasing values of K did not further segregate samples into unique genetic clusters, but instead identified small proportions of shared alleles among nearly all samples, potentially from shared ancestral variation. When we performed a more fine-scale analysis including only samples belonging to the Central Mexican Plateau and salvini mitochondrial clades, a K = 2 model clearly demarcated salvini as having distinct genetic structure from the Central Mexican Plateau population. This salvini cluster was also clearly delineated by DAPC analyses (Fig. 1E), which are independent of the model assumptions of STRUCTURE and tree-based analyses, despite a BIC best-fit model of three distinct genetics clusters (similar to STRUCTURE analysis).

Estimation of the population genetic diversity parameter, θ, using ThetaMater matched patterns of mitochondrial gene diversity in the four populations (Fig. 1F), with the Central Mexican Plateau and Chihuahuan populations having higher values of θ, salvini having the lowest θ, and an intermediate θ estimated for the Mohave-Sonoran population. After scaling the median posterior θ estimates for each population, we estimated effective population sizes (N_e) of 143,000 Mohave-Sonoran individuals, 152,000 Chihuahuan individuals, 153,000 Central Mexican Plateau individuals, and 135,000 salvini individuals.

Estimates from Bayesian tree analysis of concatenated SNP loci support three distinct clades corresponding to major populations and regions throughout the range of C. scutulatus that coincide with inferences from population clustering analyses (Supplementary Fig. 1). While the three RADseq C. s. salvini samples were monophyletic, their subclade is nested within the clade comprising populations from the Central Mexican Plateau and the recognized range of salvini (i.e., south of central Durango, Mexico; Supplementary Fig. 1), which contrasts the unique and genetically distant mitochondrial clade of salvini endemic to the subspecies’ proposed range. In our nuclear phylogenetic inferences, the Central Mexican Plateau + salvini clade had strong posterior support, and was inferred as the sister lineage to the Mojave-Sonoran plus Chihuahuan clades. Further, the nuclear topology of Mojave-Sonoran and Chihuahuan clades was congruent with the mtDNA tree topology, splitting populations east and west of the Continental Divide (Supplementary Fig. 1). It is notable, however, that these results from concatenated nuclear SNP analysis should be interpreted with caution because population-level data do not adhere to assumptions of such a phylogenetic approach (Kubatko and Degnan, 2007), and incomplete lineages sorting, as well as gene flow, can substantially impact results (Mendes and Hahn, 2017). We therefore consider these results to represent a hypothesis that we further evaluated with other analyses (e.g., bpp species tree estimation). In contrast to our results from concatenated nuclear SNP phylogenetic analysis, Bayesian species delimitation in bpp did indicate 100% posterior probability for a four species model, comprising Mojave-Sonoran, Chihuahuan, Central Mexican Plateau, and salvini populations. Here, the best-supported topology
matches the mtDNA topology (Fig. 1G). Given the more appropriate modeling of population-level processes (e.g., gene flow and incomplete lineage sorting) by bpp, and the correspondence between the bpp and mtDNA-based estimates, we conclude that the most compelling evidence points to *salvini* as a distinct clade (as in the bpp and mtDNA analyses).

We find moderate to high levels of nuclear genome-wide allelic differentiation between the major nuclear clades, and patterns of differentiation are predicted by the mtDNA and nuclear phylogenies, with one exception. The highest *F*$_{ST}$ is found between the Mohave-Sonoran population and *salvini* (mean *F*$_{ST}$ = 0.197), followed by the comparison between the Mojave-Sonoran population and the Central Mexican Plateau population (*F*$_{ST}$ = 0.158), and a slightly lower *F*$_{ST}$ (0.113) was observed between the Mojave-Sonoran and Chihuahuan populations. Interestingly, we observe lower differentiation between the Chihuahuan and Central Mexican Plateau populations than between the Mojave-Sonoran and Chihuahuan populations (*F*$_{ST}$ = 0.098), which we did not expect given the nuclear tree topology (Fig. 1G), but may reflect greater gene flow between populations adjacent to the phylogeographic break associated with the elevational increase of the Central Mexican Plateau and the possible filter barrier formed by the Río Nazas and Río Mezquital basins and the western reaches of the Sierra Madre Oriental (i.e., Arteaga antcline; (Hafner et al., 2008; Morafka, 1977a; Neiswender and Riddle, 2010)). Alternatively, this inference may also be an artifact of the geographic distance between sampled localities on respective sides of the Continental Divide, resulting in a stronger signal of isolation-by-distance. Finally, we find that allelic differentiation between *salvini* samples and the Central Mexican Plateau is very low (*F*$_{ST}$ = 0.026).

Tests of Patterson’s D statistics across both major phylogeographic breaks within the range of *C. scutulatus* (i.e., the Continental Divide and the uplift of the Central Mexican Plateau) revealed significant evidence of introgression, suggesting that these boundaries are permeable to gene flow between adjacent populations (Fig. 2). The Continental Divide analysis resulted in a significantly positive value of D (0.2365, *p* = 0.00024), with 149 of 6058 SNPs fitting the ‘ABBA’ pattern, and 92 ‘BABA’ sites. Of the 5077 SNPs used in the Central Mexican Plateau analysis, there are 380 ‘ABBA’ sites and 157 ‘BABA’ sites, also resulting in a significantly positive D value (0.4153, *p* < 0.00001).

Results from analyses of the 2D allele frequency spectrum using *δ*$_{a}$ supported best-fit population divergence models of: (i) secondary contact with asymmetric gene flow between the Mohave-Sonoran and Chihuahuan populations (Fig. 3A), (ii) secondary contact with symmetric gene flow between the Chihuahuan and Central Mexican Plateau populations (Fig. 3B), and (iii) symmetrical ancestral migration followed by more recent divergence in isolation between the Central Mexican Plateau and *salvini* populations (Fig. 3C). Migration parameter estimates between the Mohave-Sonoran and Chihuahuan populations, and between the Chihuahuan and Central Mexican Plateau populations, corroborate evidence of introgression between adjacent populations (Supplementary Tables 2 and 3). Further, these estimates indicate a stronger overall signal of gene flow between the Chihuahuan and Central Mexican Plateau populations across the Mexican Plateau barrier than at the Continental Divide (Fig. 3B, Supplementary Tables 2 and 3), and further suggest that gene flow from the Chihuahuan population into the Mohave-Sonoran population is greater than in the reverse direction (Fig. 3A). To obtain estimates of population divergence times for each of the secondary contact models, we first calculated a scaled average population size parameter estimate (*N*$_{ref}$), equal to the average of the unscaled population size estimates (*N*$_{u}$) for each population divided by the effective sequence length per analysis, which is equal to the number of segregating sites analyzed in *δ*$_{a}$ after downsampling of alleles multiplied by the total length of RAD loci analyzed, then divided by the total available segregating sites prior to downsampling. This value was then multiplied by 4 times the mutation rate (2.4 × 10$^{-9}$; see Methods for justification), and multiplied by the generation time of 3 years; these values were then multiplied by the sum of the *T*$_{1}$ and *T*$_{2}$ estimates. We repeated this process for the Central Mexican Plateau and *salvini* ancestral migration model, using only the *T*$_{1}$ estimate in the final calculation. This resulted in estimated nuclear divergence times of 1.459 MYA between Mohave-Sonoran and Chihuahuan populations, 4.138 MYA between Chihuahuan and Central Mexican Plateau populations, and 1.817 MYA between Central Mexican Plateau and *salvini* populations.

3.3. LGM modeling and historical biogeography

Ecological niche models derived from present-day environmental variables predicted suitable habitat that is largely overlapping with the known distribution of *C. scutulatus* (Fig. 4A); AUC values for models under the four subsampling schemes ranged from 0.925 to 0.945, and we obtained an average AUC value of 0.934 for our combined model. The minimum training presence-absence threshold corresponded to a logistic probability of 0.05. We found that our subsampling scheme did not appreciably affect the results, and predictions were consistent across all 12 different reconstructions (Supplementary Fig. 2). The average LGM model (Fig. 4B) suggests that *C. scutulatus* has persisted within the Mojave and Sonoran Deserts and the southern Chihuahuan Desert into central Mexico during glacial periods. Within the Mojave-Sonoran region, populations would have been restricted such that their range in all directions was less expansive relative to the current northern distribution of the species. Likewise, the inferred LGM distribution within Mexico was also restricted in size and confined to the southern extent of the current predicted distribution, leaving a considerable gap in the LGM distribution between predicted Mojave-Sonoran and Chihuahuan + Central Mexican Plateau refugia (Fig. 4B). This inference is consistent with discontinuous suitable habitat during this and perhaps more ancient glacial periods. Fragmented LGM habitat in the northern extent of the ancestral *C. scutulatus* distribution could support one of two alternative hypotheses: (1) existing populations inhabiting this region were restricted in space and isolated from one another, partial or complete barriers to gene flow contributed to substantial divergence, or (2) the species occupied one of these refugia during the LGM and underwent subsequent range expansion into the region of the other inferred refugium when suitable habitat became connected. Estimates of population structure and divergence dating (see below) are consistent with the former (i.e., the split between these lineages predates the LGM), and evidence of geographic isolation between populations east and west of the Continental Divide during glacial periods provides historical and geographic context for their divergence. Additionally, we find evidence of discontinuity in predicted suitable habitat in the extreme southern extent of the Mexican LGM distribution (Fig. 4B). The currently recognized distribution of *C. s. salvini* is restricted to this range, and potential isolation from adjacent southern populations may have facilitated spatial structuring of genetic diversity in this region.

Linear model tests of relationships between geography and nuclear genetic diversity revealed a pattern of spatial sorting consistent with greater diversity in the Chihuahuan and Central Mexican Plateau populations, and low levels of diversity in localities of the Mojave-Sonoran population consistent with range expansion (Fig. 4C–F). We found significant negative correlations between heterozygosity and both latitude (*N* = 44, *R*$^2$ = −0.368, *p* = 0.0139; Fig. 4C) and longitude (*N* = 44, *R*$^2$ = −0.38, *p* = 0.0109; Fig. 4D). We also found significant negative relationships between the number of private alleles and latitude (*N* = 28, *R*$^2$ = −0.34, *p* = 0.0237; Fig. 4E), as well as longitude (*N* = 28, *R*$^2$ = −0.386, *p* = 0.0097; Fig. 4F). These results imply an overall greater degree of genetic variation in the Chihuahuan and Central Mexican Plateau regions, and lower estimates with greater latitude and longitude are consistent with range expansion out of an ancestral range in central-southern Mexico. These estimates are also broadly consistent with patterns of mtDNA genetic diversity and
nuclear $\theta$ estimates for each population. With regard to the three samples from the currently recognized range of *C. s. salvini* (and corresponding with the mtDNA ‘*salvini*’ clade), low levels of heterozygosity, but moderate numbers of private alleles, may be result of a population bottleneck and/or founder’s effects during southern range expansion.

### 3.4. Divergence time estimates and evidence for lineage co-divergence

Parameter estimates across replicate BEAST runs were similar, with low variation in median divergence time estimates and sufficient ESS values (6013–42,834). Median divergence time estimates for focal clades range from 173 KYA for the southern *salvini* mitochondrial clade to 14.13 MYA for the split between *Crotalus* and *Agkistrodon* (Fig. 5A). Median estimates and 95% highest posterior density distributions (HPD) for other divergence times among rattlesnake lineages correspond with estimates from Reyes-Velasco et al. (2013), with the exception of the common ancestor of *C. atrox* and the *C. scutulatus* group (median = 8.55 MYA), which is similar instead to estimates from Anderson and Greenbaum (2012). The median estimates and HPD for the splits between Mojave-Sonoran and Chihuahuan *C. scutulatus* (1.45 MYA; 0.78–2.5 MYA), and eastern *C. atrox* + western *C. atrox* (1.21 MYA; 0.76–1.75 MYA) overlap substantially, suggesting co-incident divergence events in these groups over the Continental Divide (Fig. 5A).

The median divergence time estimate for the split between the Central Mexican Plateau and *salvini* mitochondrial clades is more ancient, and while the HPD overlaps with the distributions from Mojave-Sonoran/Chihuahuan *C. scutulatus* and eastern/western *C. atrox*, this divergence event more closely corresponds with the relative age of the split between *C. ruber* and *C. atrox* (2.09 MYA; 1.14–3.49 MYA). The 95% HPDs for each major split within *C. scutulatus* include the values of the nuclear estimates detailed above from analysis in *Salsh*. Explicit inference of co-occurring divergence events within our dataset focused on divergence between populations adjacent to the Continental Divide (Mojave-Sonoran and Chihuahuan *C. scutulatus* and eastern and western *C. atrox*). The results from msBayes analysis indicated strong posterior support for synchronous divergence within these taxon pairs – the estimated dispersion index ($\Omega$) heavily sampled 0 (mean = 0.0046, 95% HPD = 0.0–0.05, Fig. 5B). The simple rejection and categorical rejection methods for inferring the number of possible divergence times ($\Psi$) identified the greatest posterior probability support for $\Psi = 1$ (simple rejection $pp = 0.821$, rejection with multinomial logistic regression $pp = 0.815$).

### 4. Discussion

#### 4.1. Evolutionary history and phylogeography of *Crotalus scutulatus*

Our analysis of population genetic variation across the range of *C. scutulatus* provides the first molecular evidence of substantial population genetic structure within this group of highly venomous snakes (Fig. 1). Our divergence time estimates suggest that *C. scutulatus* lineages diverged from a common ancestor during the Pliocene (roughly 3.4 MYA), and have subsequently diversified over an expansive geographic range. Our phylogenetic and population genetic inferences from mitochondrial and nuclear data generally support four distinct lineages of *C. scutulatus* associated with relatively ancient divergences (Figs. 1, 3 and 5). Major lineages correspond with populations residing (from north to south) in the Mojave and Sonoran deserts in the United States, a large region of Chihuahuan Desert in Texas and northern Mexico, higher elevation regions of the Central Mexican Plateau (Morafka, 1977a), and the extreme southern extent of the species range in the Mexican states of México, Puebla, and Veracruz (the recognized range of *C. s. salvini*; Fig. 1).

We find consistent evidence from both mtDNA and nuclear SNPs for two major phylogeographic breaks within *C. scutulatus*: one break at the Continental Divide and a second associated with higher elevations of the Central Mexican Plateau. The ‘Cochise Filter Barrier’ region surrounding the Continental Divide is a biogeographic zone of restricted gene flow between numerous taxa (Morafka, 1977b), including multiple snake species (Myers et al., 2016), and patterns of *C. scutulatus* divergence further implicate this region as an important vicariant barrier among the North American desert taxa. Restriction of populations to suitable habitat on either side of this region during the
Pleistocene likely promoted divergence between lineages adjacent to the Continental Divide (Fig. 4) until more recent secondary contact after range expansion from both the Mojave-Sonoran and Chihuahuan regions, with asymmetric gene flow between populations across the Continental Divide (Fig. 3; Supplementary Table 2).

The second major phylogeographic break in *C. scutulatus* identified by our results appears to be associated generally with the elevational increase of the Central Mexican Plateau, which represents a known biogeographic barrier found along the transition between lowland Chihuahuan Desert habitat and higher elevation semi-arid habitat.
Our results suggest that Pleistocene climatic cycles may not have contributed to *C. scutulatus* diversification across this barrier, as we infer suitable habitat during glacial periods to have broad overlap with both the Chihuahuan and Central Mexican Plateau regions (Fig. 4B). Thus, we expect divergence across the uplift of the Central Mexican Plateau and the potential filter barrier formed by multiple river basins and the Arteaga anticline to have been driven by ecological constraints associated with the transition from arid Chihuahuan desert habitat to the semi-arid Central Mexican matorral, rather than changes in suitable habitat driven by climatic fluctuations. This prediction is also supported by the divergence time estimate between the ancestral lineages of extant *C. scutulatus* predating Pleistocene glaciation, and our inference that the Chihuahuan and Central Mexican Plateau populations have experienced secondary contact with gene flow (Fig. 2B, 3B; Supplementary Table 2).

We observed a diversification pattern in *C. scutulatus* across the Continental Divide that was similar to our previous findings for *C. atrox* (Castoe et al., 2007; Schield et al., 2017; Schield et al., 2015). Based on our new analysis of co-divergence, we found evidence for the synchronous diversification of eastern and western *C. atrox* lineages and Mojave-Sonoran and Chihuahuan *C. scutulatus* (Fig. 5A and B) at this boundary, suggesting that common historical processes during the Pleistocene drove simultaneous divergence of these taxa across this boundary. In a recent study, Myers et al. (2016) investigated diversification across the Continental Divide in twelve species and found broad evidence for asynchronous diversification sufficient to reject the hypothesis of a single vicariant event among all taxa studied. With respect to *C. scutulatus* and *C. atrox*, however, they observed overlapping posterior divergence time distributions, consistent with our findings. Our results indicating synchronous Pleistocene diversification for multiple rattlesnake lineages, suggest that taxa with similar ecologies, life histories, and climatic affinities (like *C. atrox* and *C. scutulatus*) may also show co-diverge across this barrier.

While there is substantial evidence from both mtDNA and nuclear loci for four distinct lineages within *C. scutulatus*, some inferences do not demonstrate substantial genetic structure between the Central Mexican Plateau and *salvini* populations, or disagree with regard to the relative placement of *C. s. salvini* on the phylogeny. Both our mitochondrial phylogenetic and nuclear-based species delimitation inferences strongly support four distinct clades of *C. scutulatus* (Fig. 1A and G), and DAPC clustering and more fine-scale analysis in
STRUCTURE clearly show distinct structure in salvini (Fig. 1D–E). However, the concatenated RADseq phylogeny and population clustering analyses support only three distinct clades in which C. s. salvini is nested within the Central Mexican Plateau lineage (Supplementary Fig. 1). Furthermore, genome-wide FST is very low between salvini and Central Mexican Plateau populations, suggesting pervasive gene flow, very recent divergence, or both. Inferences of the demographic history of the Central Mexican Plateau and salvini populations suggest that these populations have diverged in isolation relatively recently, following a prolonged period of pervasive gene flow. We expect that this particular demographic scenario could have resulted in genetic patterns that make nuclear population structure within salvini difficult to discern by broad scale analyses in STRUCTURE, and would also tend to mislead phylogenetic inferences based on concatenated SNPs. We therefore expect the four-lineage model supported by mtDNA and species-tree analysis of nuclear loci to be the most likely hypothesis.

4.2. Species hypotheses and evidence for gene flow between divergent lineages

Two subspecies of C. scutulatus are currently recognized: the Mojave Rattlesnake (C. s. scutulatus) and the Huamantlan Rattlesnake (C. s. salvini; Campbell and Lamar, 2004). Under the current classification, the Mojave Rattlesnake occupies the vast majority of the northern portion of the species’ distribution, while the Huamantlan Rattlesnake is restricted to a smaller, high-elevation (i.e., > 1800 m; Campbell and Lamar, 2004) region at the southern end of the species’ distribution. Importantly, our results indicate that populations currently recognized as C. s. scutulatus are not monophyletic. Further, our results highlight cryptic, taxonomically unrecognized lineage diversity within C. scutulatus, as phylogenetic and population genetic analyses of both mtDNA and nuclear loci consistently support four distinct lineages. Thus, the current taxonomy does not capture the diversity within C. scutulatus, nor the important biogeographic barriers and historical processes that have driven diversification within the group.

The divergence time estimate between the clades containing salvini and Central Mexican Plateau populations and the common ancestor of Mojave-Sonoran and Chihuahuan C. scutulatus (3.4 MYA; Fig. 5A) is more ancient than several recognized rattlesnake species pairs (e.g., C. ruber and C. atrox; 2.99 MYA [Reyes-Velasco et al., 2013]; C. viridis and C. oreganus; 3.1 MYA [Anderson and Greenbaum, 2012]). Additionally, the divergence between the Mojave-Sonoran and Chihuahuan C. scutulatus (1.45 MYA; Fig. 5A) is also more ancient than some recognized rattlesnake species (e.g., C. durissus and C. simus; ~1 MYA [Blair and Sanchez-Ramirez, 2016]). Based on this precedent, the four C. scutulatus lineages represent excellent ‘species hypotheses’ to be tested further.

It is becoming clear from molecular studies of rattlesnakes that considerable divergence (i.e., millions of years) does not necessarily prevent gene flow and introgression in situations of secondary contact (Castoe et al., 2007; Meik et al., 2015; Murphy and Ben Crabtree, 1988; Schield et al., 2015). For example, divergent populations of the Western Diamondback Rattlesnake (C. atrox) east and west of the Continental Divide introgress over a broad geographic region in the northern Chihuahuan Desert (Schield et al., 2017). Divergent lineages of C. scutulatus also exhibit this pattern, with evidence of individuals with admixed assignment from Bayesian population clustering analysis in STRUCTURE (Fig. 1D) and a significantly positive value of Patterson’s D′ (Fig. 2A). These findings also highlight the apparent permeability of major historic barriers to gene flow. For example, although the Continental Divide has been repeatedly demonstrated as an important historical driver of diversification in many arid-adapted taxa, migrants from divergent rattlesnake lineages are able to introgress across this barrier. Evidence for gene flow across the elevational increase at the Central Mexican Plateau between Chihuahuan and Central Mexican Plateau populations is also notable, given that these lineages diverged from an even more ancient ancestor than did the lineages that meet at the Continental Divide. Patterns of gene flow in C. scutulatus therefore add to a growing body of evidence that distinct lineages (even species) may experience substantial levels of admixture or hybridization in secondary contact (Murphy and Ben Crabtree, 1988; Schield et al., 2017; Zancolli et al., 2016), underscoring rattlesnakes as an important model system for understanding incomplete reproductive isolation and the evolution (or lack thereof) of postzygotic isolation mechanisms in secondary contact.

5. Conclusion

In this study, we investigated range-wide patterns of diversity, population structure, and gene flow in the Mojave Rattlesnake. Through analyses of both mtDNA and nuclear genomic data we find consistent evidence for previously undocumented lineage diversity within this group. These lineages represent intriguing species hypotheses to be further tested using complementary data to the genomic data presented here (e.g., morphological and venom variation data). Our findings also underscore the importance of using multiple types of genetic markers to explore range-wide diversity in such wide-ranging lineages, which in our case led to the identification of multiple apparently distinct lineages and of important physiographic features promoting divergence. Beyond biogeographic and taxonomic implications, previously undocumented diversity within Crotalus scutulatus has immediate medical relevance due to the toxicity and diversity of its venom composition. Evidence of population genetic structure (and gene flow) presented here may thus provide a useful framework for detailed comparative and evolutionary analyses of venom variation in general, and specifically for understanding the apparently complex gain and loss of neurotoxic function in this broadly distributed species complex (Glenn and Straight, 1978, 1989; Glenn et al., 1983).
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